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at Niagara Palls but ylainly showed
it was a great surprise to them.
The first of the three communica
Hons that comprise the correspond-

OUTCOME OF MEDIATION AND THE
FATE OF MEXICO DEPEND NOW ON
OF CONSTITUTIONALISTS
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Army May Be Forced to Move
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Consular Corps Asks Rear Admiral Howard to Protect the Danger
r
Zone General Funston's Plans for the Sanitation of Vera
Cruz Under Advisement Antilla Anchors at Tampico
' '
Washington Maintains Attitude of Waiting, But Foreign
Complications, in Case Niagara Conference not
ff, Successful, May Compel Active Intervention.
1

v
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Niagara Palls, Jane 11. The
plete disagreement which has arisen
between the American delegates and
the mediators over the kind of man
to be chosen for provisional president
has brought things almost to the
showbreaking point The mediators
ed considerable worry. The Mexican
delegates indicated that they would
sacrifice the point on the method of
succession, but would not yield the
conprovisional executive power to a
a
on
Insist
will
stitutionalist They
neutral person. The mediators called
the Americans fora conference late
today for what may tie a final talk.
Some of the mediators think an
agreement may yet be reached if the
Americans submit their list of names
and in it is a man satisfactory to the
Huerta delegates, but from the description given by the Americans of
the type of man they desire there are
many who consider the situation
comhopeless. The correspondence is
puted Of only three tetters. The first
signed by the three South American
diplomats, dated Washington, May 3,
is the telegram in which the mediators
withdrew their invitation to General
Carranza to send a representative to
the mediation because he refused to
declare an armistice. Its text was
published at the same time.
The second) communication, dated
May 28, was that delivered to the
mediators at Niagara Falls by Juan
P. Urquldl, and Blgned by Rafael
"Washspecial representative In
letThis
ington of General Carranza.
conCarranza
General
that
ter stated;
sidered the conflict In Mexico should
tot be the1 subject of negotiations ab-at
jth mediation conference' In the
sence of representatives' of the first
chief of the constitutionalist army.
The mediators replied to this note
on June 2 commenting on the foregoing portion of Zubaran's note by
Inasking if they were authorized to
as
an
expresterpret the suggestion
sion on the part of General Carranza
as an adhesion to the terms set forth
In the telegraphic communication of
declaraMay 3. These terms were a
tion of an armistice and a readiness
to discuss all questions Internal and
International.
;
The letter concludes as follows;
H this were so 'Wjej would take the
liberty of suggesting through, you to
the first chief of the constitutionalist
army that he hasten the appointment
of hla representative!? to the conference in which we are now engaged."
To this no answer has been received
and the mediators have frequently
said they considered it beneath their
dignity to wait any longer for General
Carranza to define his attitude, having
given him more than a week.
Reports from Saltillo that General
Carransa's answer to the last communication of the mediators had been
transmitted to Niagara Falls were interpreted here as meaning that Rafael
Zubaran, special agent in Washington had been sent Instructions on
which to draft the reply.
Intimations have come from El
Faso and other sources that the con
stitutionalist answer will refuse to
declare an armistice, in that the' Subject will be ignored, rsat that the note
will announce the intention of the
constitutionalists to send delegates
here to discuss th Mexican nroblem.
leaving indefinite th nature of the
instructions given to the delegates.
What the mediators would say to
com-

f

;

sucha proposition s not difficult to
a
conjecture, for they have taken
stand that unless an armistice is declared, there will be no admission for
the constitutionalist delegates. Nevertheless, the mediators have Indicated
they would not be averse to discussing questions informally with representatives of General Carranza if they
came here. The injection of the question of constitutionalist representation
at this time would tend somewhat to
divert the proceedings from the course
they have assumed. The issue today
is clearly drawn between the Amer-cagovernment and the mediators.
The United States has been insisting
on two essential points the character
of the Individual who is to be provisional president and the exact method
by which the is to be installed.
n

The American government Is ask
constitution
ing that an
alist be chosen for president, but a
to respect the
man broad enough
rights of the other political factions.
Also the United States object to having Huerta literally appoint his suc
cessor by permitting him to name as
foreign minister the man who would
be chosen for succession as provisional president A serious hitch
has
arisen on these points. The Ameri
can government is insistent that the
triumph of the revolution should be
recognized and a constitutionalist in
stalled. The United States having un
dertaken the responsibility of solving
the Mexican problem, believe that
there can be no peace in Mexico until
the strongest factor the onstitution- allst Is put In absolute control. The
alternative it believes, would he a
constitutionalist, march on Mexico
City. The attack on Zacatecasj was
regarded as Indicating the inevitable
trend of events If mediation failed.
Another possibility h that If media
tion is unsuccessful and fighting con
tinues, foreign complications may
arise tfwt of conditions of anarchy
that would force,, the American army
from Vera Cruz to Mexico City.
The American delegates, for this
reason, maintain that questions of
personal dignity such as to Huerta'sJ
succession, snoum De hrusned p,aslde
WHICH IJB BOB-- .
tiuu
uicuiuu
sttiutionalists would accept, andMl a
man from their ranss be chosva to
head the new government who would
satisfy the country. Neither General
Carranea nor General Villa is desired
by the United States for provisional
other of the
president : nor
prominent military 'chief s.
The' Mexican delegates have not yet
formally expressed their views, but
they contend that the new president
should be a "neutral," unaffected , by
the passions of any party. Such an in
dividual, the constitutionalists
say.
cannot be found. Tue academic dis
cussion here on the type of man is
rapidly turning into actual considera
tion of Individuals. No names have
been exchanged but if the constitu
tionalists arrlver here soon, the Am
ericans feel confident rapid progress
toward an agreement on the personnel of the new government would be
'
J

made.

'

It was learned authoritatively, howthat the mediators', impatient at
the delay over the Carranza answer,
ever,

consider their correspondence with
him at an end and the incident closed.
Constitutionalists here would not comment upon the action of the mediators
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BY CLUB

'

"We have received your courteous

Saies
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STUDERTSW1LLBE

ence is the telegram sent by the mediators on May 3 to General Carranza
then at Chihuahua, withdrawing their
invitation to the constitutionalist
rhM to fiend delegates, because of
his refusal to declare an armistice. It
follows:

United

THURSDAY,

telegraphic message of yesterday in
which yon inform us you deem Inadvisable for the constitutionalist cause
to suspend hostilities against General
Huerta because such suspension would
benefit the hitter only and in whlhc
you state the International conflict be
tween Mexico and the United States,
fn the solution of which you accepted
our good offices, is Independent of the
.
internal strife In that, country.
'We consider this unexpected de
claration. Incompatible with the purpose which prompted our tender of
ebod offices. We believe as a matlter
of fact, all difficulties which have contributed! to bring about the present
situation of Mexico directly or indirectly affect the solution of the conflict, pending between Mexico and
the United States and consequently
we understand that they must make
the subject matter of consideration in
the settlement of negotiations for the
full success of which we have deemed the suspension of hostilities to be
indispensable. If you should not so
understand we would be compelled to
withdraw our invitation to appoint
representative for the constitutionalist party to attend these negotiations.
We greet you with all our consideration."
No reply to this telegram was made
by General Carranza, but on May
28 he protested through Rafael
his Washington representative
against the Mexican conflict being
made the subject of negotiations in
the absence of representatives of the
This letter deliv
constitutionalists.
ered to the mediators at Niagara Falls
follows:

"The undersigned,; the special representative of the first chief of the
constitutionalist government of Mex
ronowmg
ico, Venustiano jCarranza,
express Instructions, has the honor to
communicate to your excellency, the
ambassador of Brazil, and your excellencies, the ministers of Chile and Argentina, the following:
" 'Prompted! by - woble desire to
solve In ah amicable and .peaceful
manner the conflict pending between
the United' States and the Mexican na
tion, your excellencies addressed the
government of the United States General Huerta, and the first chief of the
constitutionalist army, tendering your
good offjces and Inviting each of the
Interested parties to appoint represen- tlves for-- the purpose of discussing the
details of the negotiations. The chief
government,
of the "constitutionalist
greatly- appreciating the good wishes
and sympathy3 of the" sister republics
of the American continent accepted
the tender in principal and owing to
the complicated character of the sit
uation in Mexico he deemed it neces
sary to request1 yoV exefelHpnces to
define the scope of the proposwi-ine- diation, to the end that ha may ap
point duly authorized representatives.
Without having received a specific re-plj to this inquiry, the chief of the
ionstitutlonalist government was no
tified that If hostilities against Huer
ta were not suspended whlcb pro
posed suspension, he deemed to be
Inconsistent with the his duties to the
people of Mexico your, excellencies
would be compelled to withdraw, as
inofficious, the Invitation to him to
appoint representatives.
'He is now Informed that the me
diation conferences hae been taking
place for some time, with representatives of the Huerta government par
ticipating in the deliberations, and he
regrets that efforts should have been
made and continue to be made to solve
the conflict between the United States
and Mexico, without taking Into consideration the fact that the constitutionalist cause which he represents,
has the support of a majority of the
Inhabitants of Mexfcx, and has the
largest armed forces within ttie republic and that these forces acting
under his command, have been able
to recover from the power of Huerta,
since the unit action of the mediation
at the cities of Monterey, Tampico
adl Saltillo with the adjointlng territory and the territory of Topic.'
-

(Contilnued on Page Five.)
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COMMERCIAL. BODY PLANS PICNIC
FOR NORMAL SCHOLARS,

JUNE NINETEEN
HUNDRED

AUTOS, IN,

LINE

HEADED BY STUDENT

BAND, HAPWILL MAKE
MERRY
;

PY THRONG

SCENIC HIGHWAY THE ROUTE
-

MIDST STATE'S MOST CHARMING
SCENERY ALL LAS VEGAS
WILL PLAY
If any of the students of the New
Mexico. Normal University summer
school are among those who number
Friday as an unlucky day, their opin
ions will be changed on Friday, June
19.
On that date the Commercial
club of Las Vegas will be host to all
the students at a monster picnic in
the' Hot Springs canyon. 1 The trip to
the picnic grounds, which will be the
large open space beside the Gallinas
in the neighborhood of the uppermost
Agua Pura dam, will the in the nature
of a big parade. Owr 100 automobiles
will be used. They wilt be decorated
in purple and White, the Normal 'col
ors, and will be decked, in addition,
with hundreds of pennants of the big

state

school

the proceslon( leaves the
Normal, three blasts of the big powerhouse whistle will be blown In order
that everybody along the route wil'
have an opportunity to "come out In
front" and salute the students as they
pass by. It is planned to have a representative of the Pathe Weekly here
VMhiep

ta

11,

1914.

CITY EDITION

regard for the Normal. Mr. Southard
says Las Vegas is rapidly becoming
known as a school town, and he believed anything the club might do toward assisting in making this place
known all over the country a the educational center of New Mexico,
would be work well done, Mr. South
ard said the Normal is gr6ing so
rapidly and doing such thorough work
that the club must lend Its aid in
creating a sentiment throughout the
state that will not permit of the
school being swallowed up In the educational centralization scheme now
being pushed by several legislators.
Mr.. Southard, said the club should
bo authorized
spend, whatever mon
ey is necessary to make the picnic a
success, and the directors voted unanimously to do so, Mr. Southard said
there are over 200 automobiles In Las
Vegas and the owner of each one
should be willing to furnish it for the
picnis. It is his plan to nave ererv
machine's capacity registered at the.
time it is pledged. Each car wilt be
numbered and students will be assign
ed to their seats by numben. ia this
manner there will be little confusion,
and the parade to the camp grounds
can be begun without delay. Owners
of cars will not be expected to furnish them for the entire day. The ma-chines can be sent out with the stu
dents in the morning and returned to
town at once. In the evenig about 4
o'clock they can be sent back to the
picnic grounds to bring the revelers
heme.
Or. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
ot the Normal University, has declar
ed his willingness to grant a holiday
on Friday, June 19, in order that the
students may attend tbe picnic. He
may require them to attend school on
Saturday In order to make up the
postponed lessons, but it is understood
the students plan such a strenuous
day for him' that they hope he will be
unable to teach on the following
morning.,
The following committees were appointed to take charge of arrangements for the picnic:
Automobiles William Springer and
fV., Southard. ;.
j.. r. .
) Lunch N. O. Hermann, Arthur II-

tfie

iNormai university duu, ifiajiug
Arrangements at Camp Grounds
ly airs, will lead the procession. .,:
The route of the automobiles will (Stephen powers,
All the committees are requested
lead through the' principal streets of
Greater' Las Vegas. After country to have their final reports in thei

roads are reached, the speed will be hands of the directors at a special
accelerated somewhat giving the stu- meeting of the officers, which' will be
dents a chance to enjoy the fme held Wednesday evening of next week.
Roman Gallegos and H. S Van Pet-te- n
breezes of Las Vegas summer time.
were elected to. membership in
The spot selected for the picnic is
'
.
the
club.
considerover
a
reached after a trip
..j
The president an, secretary were
able portion of the scenic highway
and the canyon road. For a consider- authorized to write letters to a few
able distance the route is Burrounded business men who are not contributors to the "advertising fund of the
by lofty foothills.i&nd views of distant
alJ
club, asking tiem to fassist In the
is
The
mountains.
picnic ground
most Immediately . below the highest work of boosting the club. The directthat the adpoint on the soefito highway, and the ors expressed the opinion
students will have an oportunity of vertising campaign ot the club bad
scen- brought real results and that every
gazing upon the; most beautiful
business man should be willing to asMexico.
New
ery in
When they alight in the canyon the sist, kijowimg lijs money will be owed
Normal folk will find an Ideally ar- to the advantage of the community
Present at the meeting were Presiranged place for an outing. Long
dent
W P. Southard, Vice President
come,
to
lunch
tables will suggest the
while brimming barrels of lemonade F. O. Blood, Secretary Leo Tipton and
will be ready to quench thirst To one Directors N; O. Hermann, Arthur
Springer and M. Dan- side will be a platform upon which
several prominent Las Vegas people,!
will make short addresses. These will
be In the nature of welcomes and will
be euort, aa the Commercial club real MILITANTS EXPECT TO
izes that the students will enjoy the
of hill climbing and outdoor
spot
H
WIN OCT
games far better than oratory,
The Commercial club has arranged
to furnish the lunch for the crowd.
AT BIENNIAL
There will be abundance of appetizing MAKE BIG FIGHT WOMEN'S
OF
acCONVENTION
sandwiches and all that usually
CLUBS
menu.
companies them on a picnic
Ilfeld
Arthur Ilfeld of the Charles
'
Chicago, June 11. Belief of suffragcompany has offered' to furnish, an
for womimmense kettle of New Mexico' beans, ist leaders that the "votes
endorsed
cause
would
be
by the
a
over
camp
en",
cooked
which will he
Ste- general federation of women's clubs,
lunch.
with
the
served
fire and
com- In convention here, today led the suf
phen Powers of the Agua Pura
all fragette faction to decide on taking
furnish
to
volunteered
pany has
the ice necessary for keeping the lem- the proposition up In the regular way
onade cold and the butter firm, and through the resolutions committee.
he will furnish the lumber and erect While no announcement of this
the tables. The lunch will be sent up change in attitude was mads by the
the canyon by freight ahead of the leaders, it was declared to be apparautomobile parade and everything ent in absence of opposition to the
will be in readiness for the good time adoption of the rules and regulations
presented by Mrs. A. J. Gorman of
when the picnickers arrive.
In presenting the iplan before the Salt Lake City, chairman of the comboard of directors of the Commercial mittee. These rules provide that resoendorsee lutions shall not be presented from
club, which enthusiastically
last
night the floor but directly to the commitmeeting
at at Its regular
ortee on resolutions. A dozen or more
W P Southard, president of tlie
believed Las resolutions on the subject of suffrage
he
declared
ganization,
could take no better means of iare Jn
nftnds 0f the committee
school students U - suffragette leaders exprpssod their
showing the summer
j
th'nt their Presence here is appreciat- confidence in at least one of them
a
faV0ra-led and that Las Vegas has
warm(b)ling
,
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BRITISH GOVERNMENT TO START
SUIT AGAINST SUBSCRIBERS TO
SUFFRAGETTE ORGANIZATIONS

Home Secretary McKenna So Announces
in the House of Commons Today
ATTEMPT FOILED TO BLOW

UP

FAMOUS

COM

Seat in Which Sovereigns Since Thirteenth Century Have Been
Crowned Made the Medium of Vandalism Lord Robert Cecil
Describes Militancy as "Nothing Less Than Anarchy"
Admitted That Crimes Are Increasing in Seriousness
Late Rudeness to Their Majesties Incentive
vv
to Immediate Action
McKen- - tured by Edward from the Scots. London, June 1
The damage caused to tne chair by
in
announced
home
the
secretary,
na,
the house ot commons today that he today's explosion was slight The exhoped the government had obtained plosive had been plaqed beneath It but
sufficient evidence to enable it to Its effects seemed not to reach the
bring suit agains subscribers to the when they were crowned. It was cap
funds of the militant suffragettes or- ered with gildings and ornamental
ganization. He added the further work. The famous old stone, howev
was badly chipped.
hope that the! government would be er,
The history the stone so far as it ia
able 'to make, the subscribers liable
for the full extent ot the damage done known goes back to the year 850,
when it was placed in the Abbey of
by "arson squads," destroyers of mall
Scone, Perthshire, by King Kenneth.
and picture slashers.
The announcement was made In re- It Is not known whence it originally;
came; but a legend conected with is
sponse to bitter criticism of the init is the identical stone upoa
says
of
the
against
government
activity
which
the Biblical patriarch, Jacob,
what Lord Robert Cecil described as
laid his head when he had the vision
which
for
less
than
anarchy,"
"nothing
of the angels descending the ladder
In his opinion, the oniy real rmnedy
reached to heaven.
that
was deportatlon
It is known that the kings of ScotMr. McKenna pleaded the, govern
ment was faced with a phenomenon land for many centuries were crown t
while seated on it. The police quick
absolutely without precedent A num
took possession or the abbey, am .
ber of women actually engaged in ly
the
outrage. The explosion oocurr,!
committing crimes connected with the while
Reginald McKenna was talkin ;
movement
militant suffragettes
,is
tha
In
imWthreiViriF house ofiC,uffragtt .'.qUon
small', he ud''-(conuaonifc - ms .detonation
numerous. He admitted the crimes
was plainly heard i the parliament
were increasing In seriousness and he
house and members of the commona
recognized the growing sence of pub and the
peers flocked out toto parlia
lic Indignation against tih militant ment
to ascertain what had
square
sufragettes, more especially In regard happened.
to their rudeness to King George and
Queen Mary.
RIOTS EXPECTED IN NAPLES
In discussing suggestions for dealJune 11. Strict measures
Naples,
ing with the militants, the home sec for the repression of disorder have
retary said he believed the "let them been, taken by the authorities here
die" policy would act only as a great-i- n and also at
fart, as It Is feared there
due course lead to a reaction of may be riotous outbreaks
among the
er in centlve to militancy and would strikers on the occasion of the
funeral
.
public opinion.' Deportation, he
of the victims of yesterday's and to
Impracticable. As to treat- day'a rtotav
8
7;
ing the militant sufttgett.es as lunatics Mr. McKeanna sad he" could not
WILSON SANGUINE
ask; "parliament to sanction an act
'
June- li.Prekdenl
Washington,
defining people as Waties who had Wilson
today indicated to callers that
not been medically certified'as such.
he felt hopeful that the Colorado sit.
The last proposition, Mr. McKenna
uatlon win grow materially better to
women
was
the
vote,
to give
said,
near future.'
the
but he thought that could not be se- intimations he He said that all the
had received bearing
conriously as a remedy for existing
on the strike had been favorable, but
'
v
ditions,
that nothing definite had developed.
Suffragettei;i'Blamed
An attemplt to blow'iip' the coronation" chair which has"' been in Westwas made BILL TO AUE39D
minster Abbey since
this evening The. outrage Is attributed by the authorities to military sufBI)LEISPE0:.!1SED
fragettes.
the much
Mr. McKenna declared
criticised "cat and mouse': act has PREMIER ASQUITH ANNOUNCES
been quite effective. ' Manyl'"of the ' HIS INTENTION TO PRESENT
'
suffragettes released, he said, had
EW MEASURE. SHORTLY
others had
abandoned militancy,
The home secrefled
London, June Hi Premier Asquita
tary appealed to the newspapers to announced in the house of commwia
cease, reporting 'suffragette outrages. today his intentions to Introduce tre
Publicity, he said .was what the promised bill to amend tre Irish home.
militants were seeking! r" Many of the rule bill before any further progress la
women, the secretary said, are hyster- made by the bouse' of lords with D-ical fanatics who wish to die to gain second reading of the mala measure.
what they believe to be martyrdom.
The unionists thus have won the clay
Whatever may be the differences with, their insistent demand that ha
of feeling regarding the hunger strik should take this action.
The lords will he entirely free to
ers," )he secretary concluded, "there
can be no doubt as to what the feel- change the amending bill as thry
ing Is with regara to the wealthy think proper and it is generally
women who provide the money. " If sumed they will Insert rrovIMons for
we succeed In our plan of prosecution the unconditional exclusion of
it will mean the destruction of wom- from the operattoni ot the IrUb. hnn.'
en's political and social nnion, and we rule bill and also for the pro'-'- .
i
shall see the last of Mrs. Pankhurst" of the Protestant minoriv In t!, !' t
The chair, generally called St Ed of Ireland. The unionU? in tV
how f : ' i
ward's chair, out of res poet to Edward will be enablod to
the Confessor, near hn.'e shrine it government and the Irish national'
'!- ftands. w;is mad tt tl:i ordtT of are prepared 1o
a
to
hold
Edward
I.
the
coronation
compromise.
King
TVe rev b'.'.l
stone of "Ftone ef destiny" on which
r:' l
tbtei ancient Scottish kings used to sit bronnnt into the house rf l.rvs 1
cnv- - the week bwrinntnsr Jvbp ?.
cliftir itself, wl.Uh H of soMJ r

a
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In giving this
the wheels agoing.
LONG
benefit no special group of men will CEBEMONItS,
be aeked to bear the burden of the
expense. Every person la las vegaa
ESTABLISHED 187
DRAWNJUT, OVER
will be able to lend a helping hand
in the promotion of the camp and all
Publisher by
AND MISS
who attend the different shows will KERMIT ROOSEVELT
THE OmC PUBLISHING CO.
WILLARD MARRIED TO EVERYbe sure to get their money's worth.
'
BODY'S SATISFACTION
(Incorporated)
Save up next Wednesday and
Thursday, night for the camp that is
Madrid, June 11. The religious
Editor. bound to make Las Vegas famous.
M. M. PADGETT
wedding ceremony of Kermit Roose
velt, eon of Colonel Theodore RooseINTEREST IN COURT'S RULING
Santa Fe,ijune 11. Of unusual in- velt, and Miss Belle Wyatt Willard,
terest was the decision of the su- daughter of Ambassador Willard, was
preme court today on rehearing of the (performed today in the chapel of
Entered at the postofflce at East case of Numa Reymond,
appellant the British embassy.
The ceremony was performed by
transadministrator
an
Mexico
for
iHolt
Herbert
vs
Vegas,
niMloa through the United Btatea of the estate of Simon B. Newcomb the Rev. Dr. Samuel Watson, rector of
m second class matter.
of Silver City, etc, et al, appellee. the American church of the Holy TrinAdhering to the former opinion of ity at Paris, assisted by the Rev. Her
the
court, the decision says: "After bert Brown of the British embassy
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
,
a careful reconsideration of this case, chapel here.
Dally, by Carrier
In spite of a drenching rain storm,
our
to
to
adhere
are
we
compelled
1 .06
rer Copy
a large crowd of spectators gathered
... .
J6 former opinion. Clarence J. Roberts, outside
One Week
the American embassy and
Justice."
Chief
.65
Dna Month
the church to watch th arrival and
the
for
apC.
N.
7.60
appeared
Frenger
One Year
of the bride and bridegroom
pellant and J. F. Bonham for the ap- departure
Dally, by Mall
and the wedding guests.
.16.00
pellees.
Dne Tear (In advance)
The party proceeded to and from
3.00
The case was brought In the lower
I'x Months (In advance)
residence of Ambassador Willard
the
S.
recover
7.00
to
court
Judgment against
One Tear (In arrears)
and
the church in automobiles and
8.76 B. Newcomb in his lifetime, which
tlx Months (in arrears).,-.- The wedding breakfast
carriages.
estate
had been a lien upon the real
was served at the American embassy
to
such
and
him
owned.
subject
by
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and a great reception waa. afterward
real estate to the payment of the
GROWER
held, but the rain made it impossible
comin
bis
By allegation
$2.00 judgment.
pne Tecr
for the guests to remain In the gar
1.00 plaint the plaintiff showed that an
Hz Months
dens of .the embassy which had been
interest In .said judgment had been
handsomcily decorated for the occas
but
to
one
Cnltra
Kennedy
assigned
ion.
Mall
In
Advance
for
(Cash
dit not make said Kennedy a party.
In the private chapel of the British
Subscriptions.)
&o
By his complaint he also sought
Kermit Roosevelt son of the
ebmassy
Remit by check, draft or money
subject certajsifmnnsytf m the nanas former president of the United States
trder. If sent otherwise we will not of
dethe adminlstfatlrwhich he had
and Mfcs. Theodora Roosevelt, was
be responsible for loss.
from the sale of pertain real es- married
rived
today to Miss Belle Wyatt
Bpedmen copies free on application. tate owned
by decedent to the lien Willard. daughter of Colonel Joseph E.
claimed by. hfm..J'Q the complaint
Willard, the America ambassador to
AT the" administrator
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
interposed a separSpain. The wedding, attracted much
EXPIRATION OF TIME
ate demurrer ey three grounds, and attention in social and official circles
PAID FOR
the remaining appUpes also Interpos- in Madrid,
?
partly because of the prcm
ed a demurrer, upon the same grotmas inence of
the bridegroom's family and
remur-rers
Advertisers are guaranteed the and a fourth groun9.3jBoth
ipartly owing to the fact that it was
were sustains!, inthe lower the first occasion in many years that
Art est dally and weekly circulation
at any newspaper in northern New court and the supreme" court 1ri af a member of the family of a foreign
firming the case said:
Mexico.
diplomat has been married in this
"Where a demurrers to a complaint
city.
la predicated upon more than one
The ceremony was conducted by the
TELEPHONES
of demurrer, and Is sustained Rev. Samuel Novell Watson, rector of
Main 2 ground
uslness Office
it Is incumbent upon, ap the) American Churcn of the Holy
Main 2 generally,
News Department
pellant to shew that no one V the Trinity in ParlSwho was assisted by
grounds of demurrer was well taken the Rev. Herbert Brown, chaplain of
and where appellant discusses In his the British embassy.
THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 1914.
brief and upon oral argument but one
Tho bride was attended by her sisground of demurrer, the court is ter. Miss Elizabeth Willard, as maid
warranted In) assuming under such of honor. The bridesmaids were Miss
BIG BENEFIT FOR
circumstances, that the propriety of Katherine Page, daughter of the
grounds American ambassador in London;
CAMP MONTEZUMA the ruling withnotrespect to thewas
con- - Miss
of demurrer
discussed
Virginia Christian Mile. Gilue
fessed. Upon the party who alleges Le Veneiur de Tullerles and Princess
MINStftEL SHOW NEXT WEEK error in the action of the court below Fellah von Thurn and Taxis.
rests the burden of showing that the Although the wedding was consid
WILL MAKE GREAT HIT ALL
Judgment or decree appealed is clear- ered more private than public, there
THEATERS TO HELP
ly wrong, or that error, to his preju- assembled in the chapel a most dis
has been committed, and an ap- tinguished company. Several relatives
dice,
to
business
of
the
Instead
going
men this year to ask for funds for pellate court will not search the rec- of the bride from Richmond and
the running of Camp Montezuma, the ord and review questions not raised Washington were in attendance, in admanagement has decided to give a upon in order to reverse the Judge dition to the members of her immediate family. The family of the bridebenefit for the camp which, to say the ment."
was represented by Colonel
groom
out
a
of the ordinary.
least, is little
Roosevelt his daughter, Mrs. Nicholas
On the night of Wednesday, June
Longworth, and': his nephew, Philip
39 every, moving prctnre theater in SEASON TO BE BEST
Roosevelt.
Among the general comwill
West
both
and
town,
East
side,
were
nearly tho entire diplomat
pany
turn its show over for the benefit of
FOR
CITY
EVES
In Madrid, represent
ic
resident
corps
the camp. At the Vegas in Old Town,
atives of the royal family of Spain
and the Mutual, the regular programs
will be run, while the Photoplay will PREDICTED THAT 500 AUTOMO- and a number of the leading memoirs
of the American colony in Madrid.
have a series of comedies from the
BILE PARTIES WILL PASS
The wedding ceremony took ptace
pen of New Mexico's famous
DURING SUMMER
noon and waa follewed by a recap
at
Edwin R. Coffin of Dexter
tion and breakfast ai the American
a young man who In the past three
"Placing the number at a conserva embassy.
months turned out and sold over 50 tive
estimate, I predict that during
Photoplays to every well known film the months of July and August o!
Young Roosevelt and His Bride
firm now producing.
this year, 500 j automobile tourists
New York. June 11. Kermit Roose
-- At the Browne will be the
big show bound to and frdin California will
who was married in Madrid toof the night Hero will be held a pass through this olt'y said William velt
Miss Belle Wyatt WUlard,-"ito
day
min- Whalen of the Las
short snappy,
Vegaa Automobile the second son of former Presld'eni
two
feature and Machine Shop this morning.
strel show, together with
Roosevelt, and is 25 years old. . He is
films. Holding down the ends In the
Mr. Whalen stated that his predic- a tall, well set
up young man, and
minstrel show will appear Johnny tion waa based largely on the number
has won honors as an athleta He acBurks, an old timer at the business, of parties that have already passed companied his father on the latter's
and on a par with a great many pro- through the city and he further stat- African
hunt as photographer of the
fessionals, Orrin Elood, considered ed that all tourists are reporting the expedition and also accompanied him
one of the cleverest amatew min- roads jn this county and for the larg- on
his recent trip Into the interior of
strel performers in Las Vegaa and one er part of the state In excellent shape. South America.
of the big hits in the recent Elks'
Figures which may show the decidIn the autumn of 1911 young Roose
minBtrels, Phil LeNoir, who has put ed increase of this year's automobile velt returned to his studies at
on and talcen part in over 20 minstrel tourist traffic aa compared With ;Jast,
which had been interrupted by
shows, and C. J. Fuhst, formerly with are that In one day this month. The the African expedition, and was grad
ihe George Evans Honey Boy Min- Las Vegas Aautomobile and Machine uated in June, 1912. Later he sailed
strels. The "chorus" or the "circle" shop disposed of 323 gallons of gaso for Brazil to enter the railroad busiof the show will cbnBist of 10 picked line and 20 gallons of oyt.
ness. During his residence in Brazil
boys from the famous Y? MY C. A. boys
ha baa made his headquarters at San
'
i Is figured that this
AMERICANS IN TOURNAMENT
department
Paulo," and it la expected that he will
'
11. Play take his bride to that
.Tune
particular entertainment win be so
Troon, Scotland
city.
on
popular that It will be repeated
Kermit Roosevelt has two younger
opened here today for the qualifyng
the Thursday night for the benefit of rounds of British, open golf champion brothers, Archie and Quentin, who are
those attending the other shows, and ship The ,193 entries Includes three still at college, and his elder brother,
others not able to get in the night American players,
Oouimet Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., who married
before;
American open chaixpion; John J, Miss Eleanor D. Alexander. His slaIt is urged that every one Interest- McDermott former American open ters are Mr Nicholas Longworth and
ed in Camp Montezuma, get out those champion, and Harold Weber of To Mrs. Richard Derb
nights and give the management a ledo.
Joseph Edward Willard, father of
lift in its work of trying to advertise
Edward Ray's score for the 18 holes the bride of today, was appointed amLas Vegas,
waa 74. Harold Hilton took 81 while bassador to Spain by President WilMany necessary improvements have J. L. C. Jenkins, amateur champion, son. He has long been a leading figbeen made this year an without a cent , returned a similar card. Harold Web- - ure In financial circaes In Richmond
of money In the treasury. Secretary er of Toledo was far behind with a and the south. He married Miss Belie
Leoir has depended upon the response score of 84.
Layton, Wyatt f Baltimore in 1891.
.
t
In the war with Spain he served on
round
of the people of Las Vegas, on next
the
first
of
the
end
At
had tied with four others for thir. the staff of General Fitzhugh Lee, He
Wednesday and Thursday night
The prospects for a large crowd at teenth place, but he headed the list was a member of the Virginia legisthe camp this year are very bright of amateurs with bis score of 77, al lature for eight years and lieutenant
but like all other propositions of this UiotiRh S. O. Shepherd ran him close foveimor of the state from 1902 to
1906.
fiort it takes a little money to keep with 78
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Today's bride made her social
two years ago and since that
time she has been 'prominent in the
social life of Richmond, Washington,
BtaJtamore. New: York, and at Hot
Springs, Va. It was at the latter rer
sort that she met Miss Ethel Roose
velt now Mrs. Richard Derby, who
was the guest of the Willards on a
long motor ride through Virginia,
Miss Willard visited the Roosevelt
home at Oyster Bay, and It was while
there ' that she became acquainted
with Kermit and ebe was a guest at
the
wedding In New
York a year ago last winter, after
which young Roosevelt sailed for Brazil to engage in engineering. The romance between the Virginia girl and
the son of the former president was
known to very few even among their
intimatef riends until the announcement of their engagement was made
?arly last January, The new Mrs.
Roosevelt is noter for her vivacity
and her love for outdoor recreations.
She is of blond type, rather small
and with clear-cu- t
features.
,

Derby-Rooseve- lt

THE LONDON BATES OF
ROOSEVELT

WITHHELD

FEARING SUFFRAGETTE ACTIVI
TIES, ENGAGEMENTS ARE NOT
GENERALLY KNOWN

? ;London, June 1L Fears of suffragette activities have caused the withholding from publication In London of
Colonel Theodore Roosevelfs engagements during his approaching visit to
England. It is known, however, that
except for his lecture bofore the Roy
al Geographical society Colonel Roose
velt will take no part in public func
tions while he is here. On the other
hand, an extensive Hat of private en- tertainmenta has been arranged, bo
that the colonel will have the oppor
tunity of meeting prominent people
? uoiu ue aesireo w see.
Sir Edward Grey, secretary 6f state
for foreign affairs, is to give a lunch
eon in honor of Colonel Roosevelt on
June 15 and on that occasion, most of
the leading members of the liberal
party will be present. Before this,
however, Immediately after the arrival
of Colonel Roosevelt from the continent Walter Hines Page, the American
ambassador is to entertain him at
luncheon.
The colonel Is to spend the week
end at Chequers Couft, the country
residence; in Buckinghamshire of Arthur Hamilton Lee, a lunlonlst member of the house of commons, who is
to be the host of the former president
of the United States al the time he is
in England.
Among those invited to Chequers
Court are Field Marshal Earl Roberts
and his daughter; Owen Seaman, editor of Punch; John St Leo Strachey,
publisher of the Spectator, and Mrs.
Strachey; Sir Sidney Colvin, who was
28 years keeper of the prints and
drawings at the British museum; Sir
Bertrams Dawson, physician extraor
dinary to the king,' and Sir Horace
Plunkett, the agricultural expert.
HISTORIC MAIL CHUTE GOES
New York, June 11. The mail loading platform on the, Dey street side of

the Hudson terminal building, over

11,

1914.

BALLOON RACES AT ROSE

CARNIVAyORTLAND

Portland, Ora, June ji. Four balloons are scheduled to start today in
the national balloon race under the auspices of the Aero Club of America.
The contest Is in oonection with Portland's annual rose festival.
Northwesterly winds prevailed, leading the balloonists and committeemen
to hope for a new record. The race
is to start at 4 p. m. The balloons
will rise in the following order:
Kansas City III, piloted by John
'Watts of Kansas City; Uncle Sam,
piloted by H. E. Honewell of St
Louis; Springfield, pilohed by; Roy
Donaldson of Springfield, Dl.; and
Million Population, piloted by Captain
John Berry of St. Louis.

However, the men at the branch
postoffice In the building did not seem
to think the sidewalks would be en
tirely free with the platform gone.
They said it would sitll be necessary
to; load mall on wagona, which would
now have to ba backed against the
biulding wall shutting off the sidewalk entirely,' There is no law, they
said, which prohibits the use of sidewalks in this way for limited periods!
r-
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We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

cut ready for mounting.
They range in hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire, "
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Call and See Them at
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TAUPERT'S
THE HOUSE WIFE'S FRIEND

Mosesf Best

Flour

Better Bread and more loaves per sack.

ity of President Wilson taking the
stump for democratic candidates in
the fall congressional elections was
discussed with him today by Represen-taltiy- e'
Oonblly of Iowa, democratic
nominee for the senate. The president
told Mr. Conolly he had not yet decided whether to make ans, speeches.

closed heavy. Reactionary tenden-cle- s
were displayed today because of
the reluctancy of traders to buy pending the freight rate decision and the
unusual growth of the gold export
movement Efforts to market small
amounts of stocks caused greater
weakness in the final hour. ... Canadian Pacific fell lVt and Reading and
Smelting one point. The last sales:
71
Amalgamated Copper
107
American Sugar Refg.
99
Atchison
Northern JPacflfid
Ill
Reading
,.,...165
94
Southern Paoiflo
Union Pacific
......155
61
United States Steel
109
United States tSeel, pfd.,

...

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone. '

.'ill
PRESIDENT MAY STUMP
Washington, June 11. The possibil-

SOLD BY AIL GROCERS

GROSS KELLY & CO.
CHICAGO BOARD OF, TRADE

Corn,

Chicago, June 11. Heavy selling today carried the wheat market to a
new low. level for the season, the
"
third time this week. The opening
which wasa shade to
lower,
was followed by a material setback.
to
Closing prices were heavy
.
.
1 cent net lower.
Corn started easier with wheat but
to
soon rallied. " Prices opened
off. The subsequent hardening was
most noticeable in the nearby options.
to
Closing prices weer steary
Zl cent under last night
Oats were governed mainly by
corn.
Higher quotations at the yards gave
provisions a lift. Business however,
was only moderate. The closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat July 84; Sept. 82.
'

July

ZZZ

-

jny'

Distributors
68.

70;

Sept

CITY

LIVE STOCK

Oats, July 40; Sept 38.
Pork, July 120.97; Sept $20.12.
Lard, July K.12; Sept $10.21.
Ribs, July $11.42; Sept $11.47.
KANSAS

Kansas City, June 11. Hogs, receipts 6,500. Market strong. Bulk

$8.058.12;

$7.858.10; heavy

packers and butchers $7. 958. 10;
lights $7.808.05; pigs $7.257.75.'
Cattle, receipts 3,000. Market steady. Prime fed steers $8.6009.10;
dressed beef steers $7.358.40; west-er- a
steers $6.758.85;
southern
cows $4.257.25;
steers $68.25;
heifers $6.758.85:
stockers and
bulls $5.257;
feeders $67.80;
calves $69.50.
Sheep, receipts 8 000. Market lower. Lambs $89.3i"; yearlings $67;
6.75; ewes $45.10.
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Senate Met at noon.
Debate was resumes tm the repeal
of the Panama tolls exemption.
Diplomatic apnronrlation bill was
reported without nrovisrous for buy
ing embassy properties in Mexico City
and Tokio, and legation property in
Berne;
House Met at noon.
Consideration of the sundry civil
appropriation bill was resumed.
Speaker Clark designated Represen
tative Dickson of Indians, to act as
speaker tomorrow, while absent to address Marshall College, Huntington, W.
Va., of which he was once president

P
m

Jim

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York,. June 11. The market

Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County

n,

post-offic-

ing.

A New

J. F. WELBORN AT PUEBLO
Pueblo, Colo., June It. J. F. Wel-borpresident of the Colorado Fuel
and Iron company, is In Pueblo today
investigating reports of an alleged
shortage in some; of the financial departments of the local steel plants.1
. Mr. Welborn stated In an interview
that thus far nothing bad been uncovered to warrant beginning prosecutions of any sort He said that a thorough investigation, was being made of
charge " that 'pay-ro- ll
padding had
been going on extensively at the plant
and that if the result of the probe
waranted it legal action Undoubtedly
would be taken against the; guilty parties.
'

which

Borough President Marks and
e
the
department have quarrelled for months, was removed yesterday, following notice from Mr.
Marks that is the structure which extended across the sidewalk, was not
removed by Tuesday, ho would send
a gang to tear it down.
Shortly after noon yesterday a gang
tore the platform down, but they were
working for Thomas Qulnn, a contractor engaged by the owners of the build-

The Mora Gem
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PERSONALS
E. J. Mullis of Trinidad was

a

busi-

ness visitor In Las Vegas today.
C. U. Strong of Mora came la last
night for a few days business visit
J. A. Riehl of Albuquerque came in

last night for a short business visit
in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. John McNlerney came
la last night and will be visitor here

for a short time.
Miss Rose Mcllwaln of Kansas City,
Mo., came in yesterday afternoon for
...
an extended stay here.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Lyman of Wat-rou- s
came in last night for a few
days stay in this city.
Mr. and Mrst. J..H. Lowe of Albuquerque left this afternoon for their
home after having visited relatives
here for a short time.
M. M. Smith of Denver, Colo.,- came
In last night and will be a business
visitor here for the next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ketelhut of
Egale, Neb., arrived in Las Vegas
last night and will remain some time.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Ai Tray of New
York arrived in Las Vegae this afternoon and will remain here for some
time as visitors.
A. A. Scott, assistant attorney for
Kansas for the Santa Fe Railway
a
company, came in last nlghf from
this
in
business
a
short
visit
for
'
city.
F. H. Bach, of St Louis, Mo., came
in last night for a short business
visit here. He la a aommerclal business man of St Louis.
George Schoenlth of El Paso, Tex.,
came In last night for a short business visit in this city. He is an inspector for the Burrough's Adding
Machine company. J, P. Nash, formerly photographer
r
for.Romalne Fielding, the motion
star has returned to this city
and will remain here. Mr. Nash joined the Fielding company in thiB city.
Miss Julia Maxwell accompanied by
her three nephews, arrived In Las
Vegas yesterday evening and will remain In this city Indefinitely. Miss
Maxwell comes from St Joseph, Mo.
O. D. Gephart, train dispatcher at
Raton for the Santa Fe Railway company came In this afternoon and will
act as chief dispatcher in' the absence of Roy Prentice, who leaves this
evening for Florida.
John H. Riley of Colorado Springe.
Colo., passed, through Las Vegas this
afternoon on hia way to Santa Fe.
Mr. Riley is a prominent cattle man
of Colorado and was formerly located
In this state, living at Las Cnices.
Roy Prentice, chief dispatcher for
this division of the Santa Fe Fallway
company, will leave this evening for
Jacksonville, Fla., where he will attend a dispatchers' convention to be
beld there this month.
To-rek-

thy sugar planter of Porto Rico, and a
student in the Peeks kill military academy. Young Olivia, his friends sal,
bad been studying too hard. When
arrested he was unable to recall the
names of any persons who knew him.
The boy , was arrested by Sheriff
Wlliain 3. Doyle'a deputies wbo have
been guarding the: Rockefeller estate
for several weeks past to prevent demonstrations b? members of the Industrial Workers of the World.

TRESPASSING YOUTH IDENTIFIED
Tarrytown, N. Y., "June 11 The
youth who wag arrested yesterday as
he was trying to enter the Rockefeller
estate at Pocantlco Hills was identified today as Jose Olivia, son of a weal- -

'

FIRE IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louis, Mo., June 11. Fire that
started In the Ether House of the
Chemical works early this
morning caused damage to the plant
estimated at $200,000. Combustion of
nitrate of. soda was the cause accord
' The
firemen were
ing to officials.
greatly hampered by nauseaous fumes
from the burning chemicals and from
the danger of explosions, which at
one time threatened to destroy the entire plant which covers more than a
city block and is valued at a million
,
dollars.
RESOLUTE

WINS AGAIN

Associated Press Boat, off Sandy
Hook, June 11. (Sy Wireless.) Van-lti- e
beat the Resolute over the start
ing line but both yacnts crossed after
the minute handicap whistle was
blown and their time, therefore, was
taken as having started at 11:02. The
Defiance did not start. Vanltle rounded the first mark at 12:19:19, more
than a mile ahead of the Resolute,
whose time at the mark wa42;24:36.
on her time
Resolutawon
allowance.
the-4'ac-

ANOTHER

WAR CLOUD

London, June' 11. Another war between Greece and Turkey is fore
shadowed today by the Times which
says the unrest In the Balkans has become acute. Several of the states,
It says, have recently been employ
ed in clearing their newly acquired
territory of .''undesirable", elements
and the Bulgarians have been the
principal sufferers.

LAS VEGAS BANK MAY

BE REORGANIZED
IN OITY
AT GATHERING
HALL
LAST .NIGHT MATTER. WAS .
SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED
. lAj.mumberj
the old. members of
the Greater Las Vegas band gathered
last night at the city hall for practice
which resulted favorably and may
end in the. organizing of a band that
will give public concerts in the city
this summer
The meeting last night was chiefly
to organize for a concert to be given
on the West side on July 4, when a
bSg celebration is planned. Although
the attendance was small,' it is rumor
ed that the band can be Increased to
full number, providing support is glv- en will play concerts tris summer.
The Greater Las Vegas band played
last year on both, the East and West
sides, but tre lack of support has saus-ethe members of the organization
to lose Interest and consequently no
band had been organized up to last

night

I?5he

'
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HILLSBORO, THIS
STATE,, DESTROYED

Las Vegans

FLOOD SWEEP8 THROUGH LITTLE
TOWN, LEAVING PRACTICALLY
NOTHING IN ITS WAKE

Have been given the
privilege of the
First Two Weeks
Oct

CAMP
MONTEZUMA

I

'

i t t PROVIDING

DATES

June

15 to

,

29
Ki

RATES

10 to 15, $3.00 Per Week
15 to 21. $7.00 Per Week
.

Send reservations to Y. M.
C. A. Building

or to any

member of Womens Club.

Cha.perons:
,

Albuquerque, N. M., June 11. Hills-borcounty seat of Sierra county, in
the southwest corner of New Mexico,
practically was destroyed by a flood
which.' swept through thet principal
business street at ten o'clock last
night A continued rain which, bad
swollen mountain arroyos was followed by a cJoudbtCrfit SEhJeDf sent a wall
of water six feet high foaming through
the town, j
ot
Most
the 800 inhabitant ?had
been warmed, and those living in the
lower part of the town had sought
safety on the hllsldes. Thomas Murphy, a pioneer resident and first sher
iff of the county, Is missing and is believed to have; been drowned. No
other loss of life is reported.
The large general merchandise store
of Keler, jMiler and company, the Host
office, a drug store, bank, and other
buildings were' either swept away or
so weakened that they collapsed. All
adobe bouses in the path of the flood
were destroyed.
Hillsboro was one of the pioneer
mining camps of the southwest, near
by mines having produced several mil
lions of dollars in, silver during the
early periods. The town is 14 miles
from Lake Valley, the nearest station
on the Santa Fe railway and tele
phone lines werec arrled out by the
.,

15 Girls Sign Up by June 13

7

Mr Jcikrsoa Kaynolds
Mrs F. W. Thomas,
Topeka, Kans,

MEDIATION AND

Rioters Dispersed With Guns
Foligno, Italy June 11. A serious
fight occurred here today when strik
ers invaded the railroad station and
(Continued From Pag One.)
burned several cars besides virtually
destroying the telegraph office. The
the rioters were dispersed
"Under the
circumstances,
by artillery,
chief of the constitutionalist govern
ment finds himself compelled to state
SECRETARY SEES PICKETS
to your excellencies, with all the re
Pittsburgh, June It. Bridget Ken- spect and consideration due your high ney, secretary of the union of which
offices, that he considers said conflict 10,000 of the WesUnghouse company
should not be made the subject of ne strikers are members,
today made the
gotiations at the mediation conferen rounds of the pickets which have siir
ces, in the absence of the represen- rounded thep lants. She found most'
tatives of the first chief of the con- of them suffering from the Intense
heat and ordered that they be relieved
stitutionalist army.
"The undersigned avails himself of every four houra Although armed
thi sopnortunity to express to your ex guards are on duty at the electric
of plants,, so ifar there has been no
cellencies, the plenipotentiaries
Brazil, Argentina and Chile, the as trouble.
surances of his most distinguished
AMERICAN ENGINEERS TO CHINA
consideration."
Washington, June 1L Seventeen
American engineers, going to make a
In
Attitude
Washington
Waiting
survey of the Hual river reclamation
Washlngtong, June 11. Movements
which it Is hoped to rid
of constitutionalist troops about the project by
China of floods and famine, sailed toAmerican position on the outposts at
from Vancouver.
Vera Cruz are expected to receive the day
Colonel W. L. Sibert,. fresh from
pressure on the food supply there, the Panama
canal work; Arthur P.
which continues short. Consul CanDavis, chief United States reclamation
ada today recommended that the govand Professor Daniel Mead of
ernment senl quantities of,, food,, to service,
the University of Wisconsin, head of
Vera Cruz and setyjit at normal
the partyv, The American Red Cross,
prices.
at the instance of which the enginMore wrecks on the railway be
eers were detailed, expects a report in
tween Vera Cruz and Mexico City are
October and work to begin soon after,
reported. Most of the officials here Miss Mabel Boardman advised Presiincline to the belief that they have dent Wilson
today.
been caused by the efcploelon of mines
laid for the American advance.
FIGHTING IN DOMINICA
Brigadier General Funston's repeat
Washington, June 11. Desultory
ed recommendations for moving the
fighting continues on the north coast
American lines further Inland from of the Dominican
republic between the
Vera Cruz, to better protect the city, rebels and
president Borden federal
and the water and food supplies, are forces. Captain' Russell of the battle
being considered anew by officials ship South Carolina,"' reporting condi
here who are confronted, however, tions to the
navy department today,
with the Insistence of the state de said there were no
appreciable results.
partment thai the present positions
be maintained during the Niagara me
DIRECTORS UPHELD '"
diation conference.
,New York, June 11. Stockholders
No decision has been reached and of the Northern Pacific railroad com
officials feel the responsibility put pany, at a special meeting today, ap
upon them by Funston's recommen proved the recommendations of the
dations, and recurring reports of pos directors, that a blanket mortgage be
sibilities of federals cutting the long placed upon the property.
unprotected water supply Mne be
tween the city and the farthest marine
outpost at Tejar nine miles out The ROMERO DOES
possibility of fighting between feder
als and constitutionalists adds to the
desirability from a military viewpoint,
SEEK OFFICE
of extending the lines somewhat
s
$

FATEOFHEXICO

NOT;

if.
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Heavy Firing at Hermoslllo
NOTWITHSTANDING
ADVERSE RE
On Board United States- Ship Cal
PORTS.
8TATES
ifornia, Mazatlan, Mex., June 10. (by
MARSHAL IS FARMER
wireless to San Diego, June ll.-- -

Heavy volley firing on the outskirts
of Mazatlan was heard tonight It
is believed the constitutionalists are
advancing for a determined assault
In the opinion of observers a welt directed general attack would 'result in
the city's capture.
The besieging force, it was1 learned
today, stormed and captured a hill of
strategic Importance north of the city
Tuesday night, A new walled cemetery also fell into their possession.
The artillery officer in charge had
decamped.
Fearing that the neutral zone re
cently designated for
might not be respected in the attack,
the entire consular corps at Mazatlan
sent a note today through Rear Admiral Howard, commanding the Unit
ed States Pacific fleet, to General
Iturbe, the constitutionalist command
er, again requesting that the zone be
safeguarded. The German consul has
letter of thanks to Admiral
serf,
Howard for protecting German Interests.
Japanese Minister Adachl returning
to Mexico City after an unsuccessful
attempt to reach the west coast ar
rived safely, it is reported at Guadalajara, where he was met by the sec
retary of the Japanese legation with
a special train. The train carried three
aiuf omohlles for- usa in. tefta tyassase
by rail is blocked. On lheway "out,
the minister's train was delayed at
Sayula, where tre constitutionalists'
had torn up the tracks in their attack
on the city.
Ant la Anchors at Tamplco
Tamplco, Mexico June 11. (By of
Lareno, June 11.) The steamship

Antiila, supposed to be bringing arms
and ammunition for the constitutionalist army arrived here today and an
chored off the city wharves.
ITALIAN STRIKE OFF
Rome, June 11. In spite of the or
der given last night for the cessation

or the general ' strike declared.
Monday, serious encounters between
strikers and the police and the troops
weer reported today from various
Af Tnf 11 man nrMn.
fllnAfl
3
ed this morning while at Naples one

flood.
I

11.

1914.

striker was killed, three fatally
wounded and 17 others seriously injured, during an attack by a crowd
on the military barracks. The attack
was repulsed by the troops after several volleys had been fired.
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THE OUTCOME OF

JUNE

Secundino Romero today told a rep- resantative of The optic that he is
not and will not be a candidate for
any ofice, despite the fact that several
of the newspapers of the state have
declared he is in a receptive frame of
mind. The latest story Is to the effect
that Mr. Romero will be a candidate
for nomination as corporation commissioner, to succeed Hugh Williaima.
Mr. Romero says Mr. Williams need
not worry, as he will not oppose him.
Mr. Romero is a former United States
marshal, a former clerk of the court
for the Fourth judloial district and a
former chairman of the San Miguel
county republican central committee.
He la extremely popular and there is
little doubt but that he could be elect
ed should he run for an important
office.
Mr. Romero Is engaged at
present in ranching, and he says he
enjoys the simple life.

PEOPLES BANK

TRUST CO.

(&

PAID IN CAPITAL. $114,220.00

Since its organization thi Bank has consistently and constantly devoted Its efforts to the
upbildlng of
a safe and conservative banking Institution.
Its constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that its efforts are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, bat there Is ample space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.
'

MakefThis Bank Your Bank.
We Pas 2
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Cordial Welcome to All Visitors

orChecking Accounts
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We Pay 4

on Time and Savings Accounts
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A Real Opportunity
,l,iVi;v..(

A BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 4a JPiece Dinner Set given
)for coupons. One coupon will be found in each carton of Crystal Butter. The complete set will be delivere'd'to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest
pottery concerns In America and by ourselves as well.
(

Crystal Creamery Co.
Batteries : Krapp, Moran, Brown Detroit
22
.56
...28
Ford and Blair; Harris and Easterly. St Louis .
25
22
.532
Bofi ton
24 . 22
.522
Western League
25 : .479
....23
Chicago
At Wichita
RILE. New York
18
26
.409
Omaha
2 6 6 Cleveland .
32 . .304
.........14
11 13 2
Wichita
Batteries: r. Tipple, Stevens and
Federal League
Crosby; Maddox and Graham,
W.
U
Pet.
Baltimore .
16
.590
....23
.
At Topeka
R.H.E. Buffalo
.23
18
.661
...
1 6 3
Topeka
21
.553
Chicago . .
....26
3 7 1
Sioux City
,
20
19
.487
.Brooklyn .
Batteries:
Relslgl and Lemon; St. Louis
23
25
.479
White and Waite.
20
24
.455
Pittsburgh
19
.463
.22
Indianapolis
H.
E.
R.
At Denver
Kansas City ........21
27
.433.
8 12 0
Des Moines

TODAY'S BASEBALL

American League
Washington at Chicago.
Boston at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
New York at St. Louis.

-

,

......
National League
Chicago at New York.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.

Federal League
Brooklyn at Chicago..
Buffalo at Kansas City. .
Pittsburgh at St. Louis,
Baltimore at Indianapolis.

Denver

5 13

1

Western League
L.
W.

Batteries:: Lafferty and Haley;
Zamloch, Schreiber'and Spahr.
Sioux City
Denver . .
At Lincoln i
R.H.E. St.
Joseph
8 12 2
Lincoln
i

St. Joseph, at Lincoln.
Western League
Sioux City at Topeka.
Omaha at Wichita.
Des Moines at Denver.

,

-

Batteries: Cooney and
sell and Schang,v,. ebi

19

z8
23

19

......25

Des Moines .
2
7 4
Lincoln
PurRohr;

St Joseph

3

Omaha
Wichita

Pet
.612
.596
.683
.521
.490
.457
.423
.327

20
23

25

26

21

25

22

30,

33
....16
Topeka...
National League
R.ILE.
At Philadelphia
FLOOD ABATING
8 10 2
Cincinnati
Needles,
Calif., June 11. The Colo
2 7 2
s
Philadelphia
American League
rado
has
fallen 18 Inches in the
river
and
Batteries':
Ames, . Douglas
R. H.E.
At Chicago
last 30 hours, and danger from the
Tincup
Qeschger,
Gonzales;
Clark,
0 1 0
.
Washington
flood, at this point at least, Is believ;Gj
2 9 3 and KJJMfer, Burns,
Chicago;
ed to have passed.
'batteries; Johnson and Alnsmith;
R. H. E.
At New York
Benz and Schalk.
1 7 3
,.,-Chicago
TT
7 1 BOOSTERICABDS
TOIBE
New
York
,
At Cleveland
R.H.E.
and
Batteries:
Humphries
Cheney,
i
Cleveland
Bresnahan; Marquard and Myers.
DISPLAYED EVERYWHERE
Philadelphia

YESTERDAY'S

RESULTS

T.

;

,

ll--
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OF WELLS

FARGO, GOES WEST

WELL KNOWN EXPRESS COMPANY
SUPERINTENDENT MOVES TO
i
PASADENA,

CALIFORNIA

Word has been received In this
oity to the effect that A. T. Payne,
o
superintendent of the New
division of the Wells Fargo
Express company, has resigned his
position as superintendent and will
take a position as agent for his company at Pasadena, Calif. W: E. Carpenter of Denver, Colo., has been
elected to fill the vacancy, and was
Las Vegas yestarday, looking over
the local Interests of the Wella Fargo
'
company.
well known In this
Is
Mr. Payne
one ot the most
considered
Is
and
city
popular ben in the employ of the
Wells Fargo company In this part of
the United States. He began his ca
reer with this company as a messen
ger and rose through the various positions uo to the place of superintend
'
o
dl-ent ot the New
Mexico-Colorad-

Mexico-Colorad-

12 ,3
S
Philadelphia
R.H.E.
At Boston
.
Batteries:
Mitchell, Bowman and
2. 9 0
-Pittsburgh
O'Nlell; Biush and Lapp.
11 0
11
Boston
and
O'Toole
Batteries:
Cooper,
R.H. B
At St. Louis
5 8 2 Gibson, Coleman, Kilhullen; Rudulph
New York
3 7 3j and Kowdy. 1 :t
St Louis
NunamakBatteries: Caldwell and
R.H.E.
er; Taylor, Leverenz, James and Cros- - At Brooklyn
6 9 1
St. Louis
sin, Agnow
12 1
Brooklyn
and
Batteries:
perrltt
Robertson,
R.H.E.
At De'roit
Allen
and
I-.1
McCarty.
1
8
Snyder;
Boston Jl.-l- i'
L
il
2 7 4
Detroit
Batteries:
Collins and Carrlgan;
Main, Hall and Stanage. ". ';
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Federal League
R. H. E.
At Chicago
i
National League'
6 6 1
Brooklyn
U Pet
W.
1 8 3
Chicago
.634
15
26
.
MoYork
New
Batteries:
Lafitte and Oyens;
.604
' Cincinnati .
. 20 ! 7 19
Guire, Black and Wilson.
.535
"20
;....23"
Pittsburgh
26
.480
R.H.E. St Louis .....;:::.24
At St. Louis
'
.479
25
8 14 2 Chicago . ...........23
Pittsburgh
2
23
.476
16
N13
.
.......
...20
St Louis
Brooklyn
23
.452
19
Batteries: Dickinson, W. Adams, Philadelphia .
28
.333
..14
Hemdeirson and Berry; "E. Roberts, Boston
'
Willett and Hartley.
American League
R.H.E
At Kansas City
Pet
4 11 0 Philadelphia
.622
17
23
Buffalo
0 7 0 Washington
.574
20
27
Kansas City
"
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COMMERCIAL
CLUB
ATES ACTIVE AND
CAMPAIGN

INAUGUR-NOVE-

L

Within a short time every business mam who f a member of the
Commercial club, and .therefore a ,
booster for La jVegas, .will, have on
display in hia establishment a card
bearing the following legend:. '.
"We belong to wia believe In we
boost for the Las Vegas Commercial
club and Las Vegas; do you?- A card will be furnished each member and he will be asked to hang it fc
a place where the majority of the peo.
pie. who enter his store will see it.
The effect of this policy is expected
to be two-folIn the first place, every etranger who enters the city rill
become impressed with the fact that
Las Vegas has a strong, active commercial organisation. In the second
place, it la believed that every mav
chant will wish to nppt.ir as pr.
aa his
,
pnd v.'l j'.club In ordor to t' lay a
k ' s
store. The
of the r - ,
w. a "
which wilt bo a r:
at the regii'ar mcr'Jr ss of V i 1
.
of directors ( :
1
i
.t r
monthly
-

-

s

;
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LADIES OF THE CONFEDERACY
RECEIVE TRIBUTE AT

RESTAURANT

ANB

CHAPMAN

II

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Nft
a. m, ueguiar com- - iu Meets every Monday niifct
muo'catlon first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas arena
uura inursaay in 8 o clock, v siting mnmw.
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werts.
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler,
Secretary; U, ft
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.
ADVEP-- ,

COLUMN

RALEIGH, N C.

Raleigh. N. C, June 11. A monu

meat to the North Carolina women of
the confederacy was unveiled here today. It is the second tribute of the
south to its women of the confeder

TOR

RATES

CAFF,

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST OOODg OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED

...

Petten, Secretary,

TISEMENTS

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tse
day eenins each month at Wee
meu hall. Visiting brothers corAla
Taea--- '
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douxla
f$$Qs dar conclave
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,
day in each month at Ma-sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
M. smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
, , f j;-LAS VEGA

COMMANDERY, ISO. J.
KNIGHTS fiMPLAil-- W

acy, a similar monument having been Flv cents per lint each Insertion.
erected by the state or South Carolina Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Members of the North Carolina divis- No ad to occupy lees space than two
All advertisements
ion of United Confederate Veterans lines
charged
and scores of prominent men and will be booked at apace actually set
women from this and other states wit without regard to number of words.
r
'
Cash In advlnca preferred- nessed the ceremonies.
LOCAL TIME CARD
The memorial was made possible
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
of
the
the late Ashley
through
gift
"''-- '
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- Home, vho served as a confederate
'
; '
Toeatton flrt Monday In
jj! '" East Bound
soldier throughout the war betwoen
each month at Masonic
VM
Arrive
Depart
the states. As a member of the state
TeniDlA at 7 in
m
No. J.... 7:20 p. m..... 7:45 a.
legislature from Johnston county, he
A, BrUegaf, H. P.; W. O. No. 4. ...11:64 p. m
11:51 p. at
introduced a measure providing for
No. 8,... 2:25 a. m...-,- .
2:39 a. at
Stood, Secretary,
jj
the erection of a statue by the state.
No. II.... 1:35 p. m
3:01 . a.
Failing to elicit the necessary support,
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
VVet Bound
LODGE NO.
he gave $10,000, and accepted plans
on-ic4. Meet every
numbix, main
Monday
at
evening
for the monument before his death
their hall on Sixth street All
1:10 p. m..... l:Si .
visiting No.
in October, 19l2i The monument
brethren cordially invite to attend. No. I.... f:35 a. in
6:41 a. aT
stands on the south side of Capitol
J. Friedenstine, N. O.; A. T.
m
No. 7..v.
4:31 f.
p.
Rogers,
Square midway between' Fayetteville FOR SALE Hand some book case and V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
No. I.... 1:35 p. m
7:01
Karl
Secretary;
&
On
the south
and Salisbury etreetA
Wertz, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock,
other furniture.
Mrs. W". H- ern side. In bas relief, fa a grand814 Fifth street,
Cemetery Trustee,
mother In a sitting position, with a
book in her lap. The woman is neiat.
FOR SALE At a" bargain , four room B. P, O. ELK8 Meetfl Second and
ing thes tory of the Civil war to her
fourtS Tuesday evening of each I
house with sun room, well, city wagrandson, who grasps the hilt of his
ter, two lots, 1203 Eleventh, street. month ElfcS home on Ninth street
father's sword.
and Douglas stvenuft Visiting brothers
Address Bos 244 E, Las Vegas.
On the eastern side is at (bas relief
are cordially Invited. Wa H. SpringThis
representing the confederate soldier FOR SALE Stnalf
fafich near Hot er, Exalted Ruler": D. W. Condon.
going to war. His return in an emaSprings. For information see Frank .Secretary.
Silver
ciated condition and ragged, but wel
LeDuc, Plaza west of Vegaff
comed by the women of the confed
KWfC'HTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ieracy, is depicted on the western
ITY, .COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets In
side. The monument is inscribed "To
O. R. C hall, Douglas avenue, on the
the North Carolina Women of the
first and jthird Tuesdays of each
Confederacy."
month At ff tr m. VIsitine Kniehta and
FLOUR
J. A. Long, chairman of tha monu LOST On Coiuiiibk or Sixth, a Med-- Ladies always1 welcome. O. L. Free- ment committee, presided ovef today's
ical license. Return to Dr. W. E.J man. President;' Miss Cora Montague,
Kaser.
It
ceremonies, which began In the local
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
giving you
auditorium and were concluded at
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
a present (or dothe site of the monument The prin
yibntague Assistant Deputy, 1011
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
ing something
cipal address of the occasion was de- ProfeeionaK
3L xth etreet, East Las Vegas, K M.
Health Culture for LariU
livered by Dr. Daniel Harvey Hill, a
you 'cl do wiy
General Massage. Hair and Rnai
son of Colonel D. H. Hill, who comMOOSE
Meets
O.
second
and
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK u o
way when you
no
manded the First Noith Carolina regi
evening eacn
foui XQ mursaay
cure,
leam how Muck
Chiropody.
ment in the battle of Bethel, 53 years
'
visiting
Steam Laundry Building
month
Better EMPRESS
ago today.
brothers cora!ally invited. Howard
Phone Vegas 128
c
The court square where the unveil Office Hours:
p- li?ax
Becretary.
FLOUR rtalh) is.
"t0'!
J:30 p. m. to 3:30 n. m Davis, Dl, -ing took place, was crowded with Las Veeaa.
NWALD LODGE NO. 641
J. E. ROSi
New M.rf.
Made by GERmembers of the Norm Carolina divi
T. Meets every first Tuea
J. O. of B, k
MAN PROCESS
sion.
Confederate'
Veterans,
com
mth In the vestry rooms
Dj ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
day of the m.
manded by General Julian S. Carr of
S
o'clock
ONE COUPON FROM
uf Temple Mo. iteflore at
Osteopathic Physician
r iiHiR a rH niim miiw in
. .
Durham, N. C, and other spectators.
Office Crockett Bulldlne"
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
m
ViRltln Kn
Ashley Home, the young grandson of Office Hours 9 to
FIVE
STAMPS I
a, mv l to 5 p. m. viteA Isaac App. il, President; Charlet
the donor of the monument, drew the
ry.
THE
BRINGS
YOU
Residence Phorfe Main 384
Green'sty, Secret
veil from the statue after which an
'
SPOON
IT'S
appropriate poem was read by Dr.
N OF AMERICA
GENUINE WM.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
MODERN WOODM1
Henry J. Stockard. Chairman Long
ROGERS &
Bfotherlj
Dentlat
-- Meet
thePo
AA
SONS'
Worfd
formally presented the memorial to
Dental work of any descrlptiiiS at
S
riove at wt
'
the state of North Carolina, in a short
STANDARD
. .
Mondays ol
moderate prices
,
I SILVER
Ktaw.rt
address, which was responded to bv Room 1, Center Block. Office PhSse h the secon.
8 V-eacB
J
Jnonth
at
to
PLATE
Governor Locke Craig in behalf of the
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
I BEAUTIFUL I
state.
Vlsltini
sonsaj; Q. La.
'
f
Montagw;
ooae and
MONUMENT CO memMi-- .
m 1RJ1- wek
tREY (STER- For An Impaired Appetite.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
LING) FINISH
To Improve
cordially iBTitiVl.
M
the appetite and
215 E. Central
strengthen the digestion tir a few
23 Tears practical
Experience.
iiMBiin t 'OUNdoses of Chamberlain's Tahlets. Mr R A .TOVF
EMPRESS
w w ROWERS ANIGHTS OP COL w'"-- w'
antj
J. H. Snlt. nr rutivit .ri-- L
"
CIL NO. 84
Meet
can be t
. Y R. C. 1
a
.
tu
"They restored my appetite when im
HUNKER 4. HUNKER
9
B
mm"
9 tamed in this aty iron?
Visit
paired, relieved me of a bloated feel-in- Oeorge A, Hunxer. Chester
Hankw Pioneer buUdintji
and caused a pleasant and satisare cordiallv lmft ?d. Pic
Attorneye-at-LaO. K.; Prank Ami L V. B- factory movement of the bowels." For
J
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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ALL GROCERS

RE JAIL

BICES
...i..wJtto

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
psr 1H tt
by local applications, as thev cannot
Santa
vary
Curnr and reach
8,000 lbs., or Mtta , Each
1M
the
diseased
portion of the ear.
way counties collected handsome Tiere t
par 1M l
iivirwi,
cure deaf- sums in taxes drin, w
Z Each. Mlvery
Is by constitutional
ness,
and
par 1W IM.
that
ty having collects.! JS4.973n t ion
Eac SWtvary
60 lbs, to 209 lbs.
1
remedies.
Deafness
P'r
is
caused
an
wses ana Curry $31,092.98.
Each Delivery
by
Of 1912 inflamed condition of the
Less
60
than
Km,
mucous lintaxes, Quay collected $302.14 and Cur
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
A
ry $511.78, of I9ii taxes,
Quay col- this tube Is Inflamed you, have a rum1
iwiea J85.21 and Curry $224.82; of
lee. the TAt
bling sound or Imperfect hearing:, and
Dlitrlbutora f
1910 and prior
Harvesters, Btorers, mt
Curry collected $51.57. when it Is entirely closed, Deafness Is
yuM"'
eh Have Mad I
Lasting Qnalltiea of Wh.
tne result, and unless the InflammaDOUGLAS AVINUE
711
Judge William H. Wallace of Tfan.
OFFICl
sas City is out for the democratic tion can he taken out and the tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearnommation for the United States een.
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
ate m Missouri
cases out Of ten are rannarl h
. i.,
Lieutenant Governor Morris of Wis.
which is nothing hut an inflamed con
consia will open his campaign for the
dition or the mucous surfaces
united fetates senate with an address
We will give One Hundred Dollars
at Racine June 9.
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by j
CONTRACTORS
NOTICE
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
Bids for completlne a school house' lars, free.
in district No. 49.
J J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Las Ves:as Hot
Sold by Druggists, 75e.
i
Springs, will be received by the under
El S
Hi
Take Hall's Family puis for consti n
signed directors, until the 20th of June
Claasiflef adi. Maraa
! the
slat iatag ft
at 6 p. m. The bids may be put In in pation. Adv.
those who HIOH1 BIT the lama
part or for the whole work, as follows:
weMH
ConnecUcut has eight living former
'
or erecting the walls and Dlaster- Thai proierty yam
e sail ft
ai kweill MTajt
which
is believed to be a
governors,
'ng Inside.
we
reads the ads. la mg
vspaprt
Construction of one chimney, (brick) larger number than ts possessed by
yonr property asJess II were tfrerttief
state
other
of
the
any
union.
wiml
mtting In a heating plant
tali Mwrjt.
others. wi4 tmd
All tin work.
aaswer teg, tg
ehUae. cs4 aasUaar
are nxloM t Pay easa tot) socks, aatea
All painting.
SKMi4 8i
1 aerl,
MOTHER CRAY'S
and
frirnlUT
All information
arUH
ef
ki
can be obtained from
sjMihieif M
'
SWEET POWDERS
tramest.
county school superintendent.
FOR CHILDREN,
rORIBlO MARTINEZ, Chairman,
Aa the eiassmt aaa. a? rea
CoiiBltimtipii, i I ii l a - h r.
an 9Sm
LORENZO LEA T. secretary.
V
.,."m'l,';,
aoiB,
tsm mm f I Wan. ttey ave emkg E, N A
M. P. DES
MARA1S, Supt
TAX

COLLECTIONS
Pe, June 11.
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neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. Thereiis no increase in price The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
oldjway.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketful! after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while
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is only
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Mail it or give it to the Carrier

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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MUTUAL THEATER
Brtd

POLISH MOPS

AR

$1.00
O-CED-

CANTELOUPES

--

A FINE LOT

"Love's Sacrifice"

Featur
Rl
Cheese

Reliance
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Bottles 25c
Bottles 50c
Quart Cans $1.00
BEST TDING YOU EVER USED

steams' sfija

LOCAL NEWS

Food

. The
Ladles' aid of the Christian
church will hold a bakery sale June
20 at Pageja Sample Furniture store,

buy oixui.Bireew-'Auv-

.

The dates of the big Montezuma
minstrel benefit have been changed to
June. 19 tnd 20 on account of the cir
cus, which wlill be In the city on the
daye. originally chosen.

Get Our Prices on Refrigerators
ed and repaired.

have your furniture upholster
A tack in time saves money.

Page Sample Furniture507Co.
6th St

Phone, Vegas 114

Pounds

for 25 cents

AL KINDS OF BERRIES

J.

H,
GROCER

&

BAKER

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack

&e

Las Vegas Roller Mills
fe

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
HaUct RaynoMs. Cashier.
ft Erie Hoke, Assistant Casbier.

fore

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital,

$100,000;rplus

and Undivided Profits, $25,000,

In every department of Banking we
ere prepared to give the best pfservlce
:

.

i

Interest Paid on Tims Deposits

school.

At

the Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable
.

r

.

j

Chase & Sanborn's Coffees and Teas
Always the Best
THE GOAAF & HAYWARD CO.STORE

DISTRICT

ATTORNEY THANKED
The First Baptist church has sent
the following letter to District Attor
ney Ward, In acknowledgement of Ills
activities In the recent local option
fights hereabouts:
East as Vegas, June 10. 1914
"Mr.
w. G. Ward, District Attorney,
Las Vegas,' N". M.
'Dear Sir:
"We, the First Baptist church of
this city in business meeting assem
bled, desire to express our apprecia
tion and commendation, of the active
part you have taken, and the efficient
wortt you have done, in the recent
campaign for temperance
'Done by order of the church.

a

"WILLIAM HOWE,

"Church Clerk."

GOVERNOR fii'DONALD

Dr. John E, Hastings of Bernalillo
VISITS LAS VEGAS
waa married here yesterday to Mrs.
Mary S. Stlckney of Washington, D.
PAYS SHORT
C. Rev. E. O. Anderson offciated, and STATE EXECUTIVE
VISIT TO FRIENDS AND BUS!. '
the ceremony took iplace it his,' home.
NESS MEN TODAY
Mrs. Stlckney and young eon, Harry,
arrived yesterday on No 1. Immed
Governor William C. McDonald ar
iately after tba ceremony Harry left
Las Vegas for Santa Fe and Albuquer- - rived in Las Vegas ast night from
quo, where he will visit friends during Santa Fe for a short visit with his
the summer. The bride and groom friends here. The trip to this dtv is
will spend their honeymoon among Jltnada chiefly to look Into the general
points of especial interest in New condition of businessv
Accompanied by George H. Hunker,
Mexico, before returning to Bernalillo.
and several other business men, Gov!
Sunday will be fittingly observed at ernor McDonald made a trip1 over
foe Baptist church as Children's day. some of the county roads on which
The SDeclal feature of the Sunday work is being done, nd expresses
school at 9:45 a. m. will be a stereop- - lbimself as plieased with the work
tlcan review of the lesson at the done. A trip was made to the Rocky
close of the lesson study period. This cut, seven miles south of this city and
will be a great feature for the boys over a number of other stretches.
The governor left this afternoon on
and girls to see the lesson in pictures. All boys and girls in particu train No. 1 for Santa Fe.
lar, not attending elsewhere are in
vited. A children's day program and
sermon will be given at the IX. o'clock FIFTY CARS SECURED
hour Just following the Sunday
1

The body of the late E. T. Plow
man, superintendent of this division
qf the Harvey system, passed through
here this afternoon on its way to
Leavenworth, Kan., wnere interment
of
will occur. A large delegation
Mr. Plowman's friends, of whom he
made many during the several years
he was manager of the Castaneda hotel, was at the train. A large floral
piece was sent to Leavenworth by the
Las Vegas lodge of Elks, of which Mr.
Plowman was. a member. Albert E.
Hayward, formerly of Las Vegas and
now of Deming, and Vincent Rathburn
oi this city, were sent to Leavenworth
with the body as an escort represent
j
lng the Elks' lodge.

PORCELAIN PLUG

ULL

ctically

indestructible.

Electrodes are fuscproof Meteor, Terminal cap fits all
cable terminals and many other distinctive features
worthy of attention are embodied in this plug, i

attack was. made early today on the
Locust Grove mine of the West Vir
ginia and Pittsburgh Coal company,
where a strike has been in progress
since last September. Shots, were fir
s
ed from the7
and a dynamite
bomb
at the mine open
ing a toe men were gonlg to work.

LAS

WAS

MOTOR CAR CO.

FORMERLY

""LlAS

VEGAS

FORD SALES

COMPANY

NORMAL PLAY TO BE

d

Those parents contemplating send
ing their girls to Camp Montezuma
uext Monday will bo pleased to know
that Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds and Mrs.
F. W. Thomas of Topeka, Kansas, will
be present at the camp to act as
As yet the necessary
chaperoned
15 girls haviet not been signed nip and
unless this number signify their willingness! to go by June 13 the opening
will be postponed. The wagons for the
first two loads of tents, etc., will leave
tonight for the camp.

AY

of real Kaolin it is pra-

ATTACK ON MINE
Colliers, w. Va., June 11. Another

Acording to reports from Wagon
Mound and Watrous both those places
are totally dry today, as the result of
.

Adv.

V-R-

A reliable article that
"'deserves the attention of
every automobile owner.
PORCELAIN CORE

'

stage

Not "Heavier Than Air"

OPEN

hill-top-

Auto Livery See me for prices.
Leivtf orders at Central Hotel office or the recent local option election. The
ohone Sohaefer Drue Store. H. R. officers notified the saloon men to
close their doors and they obeyed the
Parker. Adv.
request.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham Of thl8tlty
The committee in charge of the
who underwent an 'operation fa? Chi
cago last Saturday is reported to be Flag Day program of the Elks' lodge
recovering rapidly. The operation has announced that the exercises will
was a slight one and was performed begin Sunday afternoon promptly at
at the etreeter hospital. Dr. and 2:30 o'clock. The public is cordially
Mrs. Cunningham expect to return to invited to be present, but everybody
this city the latter part of the month. is asked! to be in his seat before 2:30
o'clock, in order that the services
home-bakemay not be interrupted by Jate com
will
A choice of
goods
be on sale by the Baptist ladies Sat ers. The name of the sneaker, who
urday, June 13 at rage's Sample Fur will be one of the best talkers in the
niture Co., 507 Sixth street. There southwest will be announced tomor
will be extra fine bread, a special row or Satiijay. According to the
line of cakes, pies, Jersey cream, ice principle of Ulkdoin, Flag Day must
cream and many other choice articles be observed with fitting ceremonies.
of food
busy housewives this The order is essentially patriotic,
striving to inculcate in its members
Adv.
hot weatha
the greatest respect for the flag and
every American Institution.
will
to
Mora
line
Automobile
be put in service, commencing Tues- June 9, tri weekly, Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas post
office 8 a, m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week.- H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
417 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 397.

A

season of this famous moun
tain resort Carriage out every Sat
urday morning, returning following
Friday; charge, Including passage
both ways $10. Special rates for long
er time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adr.
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REPEATED TONIGHT

COLD

THIS

PERFORMANCE
PROMISES
TO ECLIPSE THE FufiMER

PRESENTATION

'

when our regular price is f5c each. See our
window display for real values in articles that you
,
w:
use every day in the hornet

to

2

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.

1&

Si

34th
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Don't forget

being shown by the automobile own
ers is gratifying as the movement is a
progressive one.
Beginning tomprrow a list will be
published in The Optic of all automobile owners who have consented to
loan their cars for the occasion.
All those who will donate the use
of their cars should phone or see Mr.
Southard as soon as possible.
HARVEY'S

! !

1

STRING BEANS

Why Pay $1.25 for
Chopper

1914.

Apollo

POLISH

AR

Si

TONIGHT
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Thei.dpass, nshearsal of "A Bache
lor s Komance," the Normal class play
to be given at the Duncan opera hcuse
this evening for .the second time, was
held last night and came up to every
expectation. The production tonight
will probably eclipse the former
the play. The new char
acters in the cast are "falling right
in to their parts and all who see the
play this evening may expect an ex
cellent performance!.
The advance ticket sale for the play
is nearly as large as when the plav
was first given. A number of good
seats remain unsold and those who
make a point to visit the box office
early this evening sl may be lucky
enough to find a good.eat
The orchestra will begin at 8:15
o'clock, while the curtain will rise
promptly at 8:30 o'clock. The New
Mexico Normal University orchestra
under the direction of Miss Marguerite
Ciuixton will play.
The new ifist follows-DaviHolmes, literary critic on
"The Review"
Frank E. Landau
Gerald Holmes, his brother pleas
ure loving a man of the world
Frei Hagelberz
Martin Begg's, David's secretary
and confidential man
.
Pry or B. Timmons
Harold Reynolds, on the staff of
"The Review".
Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr
Mr, Mulberry, a literary man, with
a classical education which he can
not turn into money
Chesley H. Thomason
"Savage," a modern literary manXH. LeRoy Brown
Miss Clementina, a maiden lady;
with a sharp tongue
i
Phebe Hart
Helen Larand, David's sister, a'
i
widow, of the world
Gladys Carroon
'
Harriet Leicester, a society girl
Enid, Rebecca McGee
Sylvia Sommersi, David's ward
T'

WATER

SUMMER

--

eth

,..,-i,.j.Elizab-

.

James, a
PJacjo-r-Ne- w

Time

Mabel

,

taldwin

servant.,.. Julian Graubarth

CAN BE HAD WITH A

Gibson Sanitary
Ice-Savi- ng

Refrigerator
See Us First

N

and

Lsvst

REFRIGERATORS $10.00 to 50.00
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
COMPLETE HOME FVRMSHERS

IN

'1

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
; and Machine Shop
G

OA Zr;n OB VJO&D
,irt'Sf?:r;.-'

y0rk and Brookfietd.
The present.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

SYNOPSIS

Act I. Evening in David's study In
QWie
Washington Square;
Act II. The. following evening in
Helen LeGrand's fashionable home,
Murry Hill, New York.
Act III. A month laterr David's
study. The "Night of the Ball."
Act IV. Two months later. Aunt
Clementina's home; in. the country.
Music by the Orchestra
1. "Nights of Gladness".....
.
Charles Ancliffe
2.
a. "La Paloma"
-- -- .Chevalier
de Yradier
b. "Reine Valse" -- Phil Schwartz
. 3.' a.
"You Made Mo L&ve You"
TODAY FOR PICNIC
.
..McCarthy and Monaco
b. "Aloha OeT (Hawaiian ''Fare
Arr. by Mi, L. Lake
well")
AUTOMOBILE OWNERS RESPOND
4. a. "Songs of Uncle Sam"...
ING HEARTILY; NUMBER MAY
Lucius Hosmer
REACH 200
b. "Tres Moutarde"..Cecil Macklin
c "A Medley"
Late this afternoon W. P. Southard,
N. M. N. U. Orchestra Miss Marpresident of the Commercial club, an- guerite Cluxton, director; Edward
nounced that 50 automobiles had al Hite, sojo violin; Maureen Harper,
ready been secured to take the stu- first violin; Nellie Parnell, first viodents of the New Mexico Normal Uni- lin; Ida Harper, secogd violin; Neva
versity summer school up to the Gal- Chambers, second violin;, Elizabeth
Unas canyon for the big picnic on the Hart, second violin; Marion Barker,
nineteenth.
trombone; LeRoy Brown, clarinet;
This number was secured with Paul MaraeJle, first cornet; Pryor B.
practically no effort and those In Timmons, second cornet; Frank Concharge of the matter predict that the don,, bassoon; Omar Barker, tromnumber of machines' will be increased bone; Carl Ehrich, bass; John Reed,
to' probably 200. TbO spirit that is drums; Ethel Harper, Accompanist.
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MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

TEilClEY-LADO-

Il

Saved by Using

,

SELF RISING FLOUR
i

ii

a

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

-

ASK FOR IT

'

